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Activating our Quantum Power for Planetary Transformation in a
Holographic Cosmos – Part 2

We human beings are not just material in our nature; behind the material appearance of our 
bodies lies our deeper nature, the constellations of consciousness and energy that generate 
and project that appearance. We have it within our power to access those deeper levels, and 
leverage radical transformation in that “outer” reality – our bodies, perceptions and world.

Whatever other levels of action we engage to transform our world in this time of crisis – and 
many are needed -- it is vital that we leverage them from this deepest fulcrum, where our 
deepest power lies. These inner dimensions are the helm from which we drive our future, 
reclaiming our innate powers to co-create with others the world we truly want.

Heart-Brain Coherence and Positive Intention Activates our DNA to Access the 
Quantum Field 

It has become increasingly apparent that it is through the activation of our latent DNA that we
gain access to the quantum field, to help co-create reality and alter the course of events in our
world. Positive intentions and emotions, whole-brain and heart-brain coherence, help set up 
the conditions for this to happen.

The DNA are strings emitting vibrational waves; through the power of our thoughts and 
intentions we fine-tune and up-level those waves, to bring them into synch with, and activate 
into manifestation, the latent evolutionary dimensions in the greater spectrum of our Being. 
By projecting higher intentions forward, congruent with our higher evolution, we call to us 
(“collapse”) from the field of infinite wave-potentials, the “particular” future intended. The 
astonishing thing is that these higher possibilities are already within us; when we tune in to 
their frequencies, we can birth them into being, shattering the limitations of our perceived 
separation from others, nature and Cosmos. 

In this we gain the power to act upon and alter events within the time-space matrix, even as 
we transcend the illusory divisions it normally imposes on our perception.

Scientists have actually found that when we are in the grip of a contracted emotion, the 
strands of our DNA also contract, becoming more rigid. When, on the other hand, we 
generate heart-brain coherence, our DNA literally “livens up”, activating previously latent 
wavelengths, which, as they entwine harmonically within each other, generate toroidal 
patterns. These higher frequencies communicate far more effectively with the wider subtle, 
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bio- and quantum fields, amplifying our creative power and powers of manifestation at the 
greater social and collective levels. According to the latest cutting-edge research, when the 
seven harmonic wavelengths coded in our DNA activate and entwine in this way, the toroidal
DNA created implodes through its own centre (black hole) into the Zero-Point field of 
potential from which all creation arises. Thus, our energy implodes both back into the very 
Source of Creation itself, and outwards, as its infinite potentials for creative manifestation.

This means that, far more than we realize, each of us has a direct hot-line, via our holographic
power, both back to the timeless Source of Creation within us, and to our collective future. 

The Toroidal Holographic Cascade from Our Activated DNA: Turning Consciousness 
into Energy into Matter, at All Levels, and Back Again 

The torus is the perfect expression of holographic, multi-dimensional interconnection and 
Oneness – a perfect expression of the seamless yet dynamic unity of all existence. It acts as a 
conversion point between consciousness, energy and matter, spinning out the multiple 
dimensions of creation, and back again, into its core of pure zero-point potential. When our 
DNA is awakened, synching up with the toroidal patterns at play across dimensions, we co-
create in this process, becoming active, conscious participants in this participatory universe.

Whole-brain and heart-brain coherence activates gamma waves and latent DNA strands, 
which unfold into toroidal vortices, broadcasting new energy-information in the form of 
light-photons. These in turn entrain and synchronize, holographically, with other toroidal 
currents of energy-information at all scales of the body, human society, the planet and 
Cosmos, cross-fertilizing energy-information from all levels to co-create new realities.

The Universe is a dynamic spectrum of frequency levels, which, when aligned with their 
centre and Source, the Zero-Point field of pure Consciousness, acts as hologram of nested 
toruses, at all scales, communicating energy-information up and down the line in synergistic 
resonance and co-creation .When this alignment occurs, there is an implosion and explosion, 
that irrigates its energies throughout all levels of creation. This includes, at the physical level,
our cells, our organs, at the energetic level the double-helix of our DNA and etherically up 
and down our spine. When aligned, all these toroid currents, from the microcosmos of our 
body’s atoms to the galaxies of the Cosmos, entrain, activate and co-create with each other. 

Each of these spirals, at different scales, is a fractal of the Whole, and so can ignite ripple 
effects, like harmonics, that help bring all other scales of the Whole into harmony, unity and 
alignment. Thus, as we awaken our own heart, brain and DNA, through meditation, energy 
psychology and new techniques from bio-field and quantum science, we gain the power to 
ignite deep personal, social and planetary transformation, so essential in these times of crisis.

Two Wings of the Dove: The New Science of Consciousness, and the Liberation of Love

Interestingly, complex as the science may sound, and demanding its practice, there is a short-
cut to the transformation needed, and it cuts straight to the heart. Science has shown that the 
generation of deep feelings of love, compassion and gratitude vastly amplifies the power of 
our intentions to affect change in the field around us. 

Brain-heart coherence is automatically generated in the presence of such higher emotions, 
creating the cascade of holographic effects we spoke of earlier – gamma waves, latent DNA 
activation and the entrainment of multi-dimensional nested toroidal spins at all levels, 
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converting consciousness into matter and back again, continually collapsing into and 
radiating from their centre. In fact, one could say these deep feelings of love and compassion 
are the essential fulcrums of our quantum capacities, whether we even know the science or 
not. In essence, all creation springs from love, in the heart of the cosmos and the heart of our 
being, emanating into the forms of the world and continually back again, into its core of 
infinite potential.

Cultivating and deepening these states of love and compassion, starting with self-love and 
self-compassion, activates the train of neurophysiological and brainwave upgrades that gives 
us entry into the quantum field and its power to transform our world. So for those who want a
short-cut, a direct path, there is one – straight to the heart. (See the work of Heartmath 
Institute, Gregg Braden, and Dr. Dawson Church for more on this.)

We have the potential to unwind the distorted world we have created back to the Zero-Point 
of pure potential, and whirl new worlds into being. The feelings of love and compassion-in-
action are like a coil-spring from which a whole new world can emerge. This potential exists 
within the heart of each of us, and, far more powerfully, as a collective.

In a world where we have outsourced our power, with consequences increasingly lethal, it is 
time to take our power back in our own hands. And that power begins in the heart – 
generating and projecting deep feelings of unity, love, gratitude, care and compassion – to all 
around us, from which the much-needed healing and realignment of our outer systems, and a 
renaissance of life on Earth, will flow.

Ripple Effects of Brain-Heart Coherence: Holographic Toroidal Activation Phases into 
the Scalar Waves of Pure Zero-Point Consciousness, the Source of Creation

The neurophysics of consciousness and new cosmological research point to an ever-bigger 
picture of who we are and how our inner powers interface with the universe. We are truly the 
children of stars, and even more fundamentally, the Source of the Cosmos, or Zero-Point 
Field of Creation, itself – both its emanations and its essence.

Whole-brain and heart-brain coherence, with the consequent activation of latent DNA and 
gamma brain-waves, appear to ignite a quantum leap, or qualitative phase-shift, into scalar 
waves, beyond the speed of light and the time-space matrix, plugging us into the infinite 
potentials of the Zero-Point field of Consciousness. This field is the very Source of Creation, 
and our capacity to consciously connect with it vastly amplifies our power to synchronize 
with its boundless potentials. In fact we have always been its waves, but when we truly 
realize our unity with the source of creation, our own power, and freedom, become oceanic.

Scaling Up our Focus from Individual to Collective Transformation

Much research is being done on how we can lay the conditions to synch up, in this way, with 
the quantum powers of the universe, particularly for our own healing (e.g., Dr. Joe Dispenza),
and technologies developed to accelerate this process, linking us up with the scalar energies 
of the zero-point field of consciousness (e.g., Dan Winter, Dr. Sandra Michael, etc.). The 
question is now: how can we expand this to collective access to our powers – quantum, 
holographic and scalar – to heal and transform not only ourselves individually but our 
greater society and our planet, at this time of tremendous crisis and transition? 
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We live in a consensus reality generated by our collective belief-systems, world-views and 
projections -- how can we shatter this trance state and break into the vast powers of our true 
unbounded being, and its limitless potentials?

We get what we believe in and envision -- can we generate a whole new vision? – and the 
emphasis is on “whole” here, because this concerns not only ourselves and our planet but the 
entire Cosmos. Our worldview frames our reality, and truncates all the rest. Can we open up 
that view to embrace all of Creation and its Source, discovering our Oneness with both, as we
drop the false perception of separation that has so long enslaved us?

I do not have the answers, of course, but am proposing this as an immensely fertile field for 
research, exploration and action, bringing together scientists, mystics and activists, in what 
may be the most potent -- and urgent -- cutting-edge of our evolution right now, a choice-
point between our extinction, or an astonishing quantum leap in our human capacities, 
creative power and personal and collective freedom.

Modern science and outer technologies may be a bridge to the recognition of these powers, 
but ultimately it is by turning inwards that we truly reclaim them -- as our own innate 
birthright, our innate connection to the sacred source of creation within us. It is only when we
are in alignment with this, the ground of our true nature, that we are truly free, in our own 
power, no longer subject to the authority of others who may abuse their power over us. So, 
even as we use the outer science to verify these hidden powers within us, I feel it is essential 
that we learn to access those powers directly, opening up the hot-line to the source of creation
already inside us, the unified field of Consciousness that is our ultimate true being.

The Oneness of Consciousness, Energy and Matter is the Key to Both Our Power and 
Our Freedom

Consciousness spins off energy and matter as its own self-similar fractals, its own emanations
at all levels of manifestation. Trace them back, and we return to pure Consciousness. This is 
who we are, both the unified field, the Whole, and the particular part, the role, that we are 
temporarily playing in the form of a body, mind and the world-view it is projecting into 
manifestation. When we tune into the centre of the Whole, we begin to flow with its wisdom 
and unity, the information-energy it exudes, bringing the deepest template of the evolution of 
Creation into expression in this planetary dimension, even as we stay connected with the 
deepest truth of our being, which is infinite and eternal.

I believe the crises we are facing today are driving us to do just this – to bring the manifest 
levels of our being, including our own bodies, societies, ecological and social systems, into 
alignment with our deepest core, expressing the love and unity that naturally arises from that 
universal Source of Creation within us. Can we leverage the deepest levels of our being – 
consciousness and energy – to materialize the world we desire – a world of caring, love and 
harmony, planetary regeneration and flourishing, reflecting the unity at our core, and our 
sacred interconnectedness with the whole of cosmic creation?

I believe we can create a critical mass on board with this intention, displacing and dispersing 
the destructive agendas that would lead us in the opposite direction. We do this through the 
light in our hearts, and the power of our caring, compassion and connection, bridging the 
long-standing rift between the invisible sacred dimension and our manifest reality.
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It is up to us, not outside forces, fate, or a destiny they can impose on us. What we see and 
what we get depends upon what frequencies we tune into, and what intentions we project. 
What do we attune to, and what do we project? This will determine, individually and 
collectively, the next reality that comes to us.

The keys to the world we want are in reach, at exactly the time we need them. Let us take 
them in hand, and to heart, and open up the portals to both our highest power and our highest 
freedom.

                                                                                    

- Kavita Byrd

                                                                                               March 1, 2023
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